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As environments change, animals update their internal representations of the external world. New information about the environment is learned and retained whereas outdated information is disregarded or
forgotten. Retroactive interference (RI) occurs when the retrieval of previously learned information is
less available owing to the acquisition of recently acquired information. Even though RI is thought to
be a major cause of forgetting, its functional significance is still under debate. We find that natural allelic
variants of the Drosophila melanogaster foraging gene known to affect rover and sitter behaviour differ in RI.
More specifically, rovers who were previously shown to experience greater environmental heterogeneity
while foraging display RI whereas sitters do not. Rover responses are biased towards more recent learning
events. These results provide an ecological context to investigate the function of forgetting via RI and a
suitable genetic model organism to address the evolutionary relevance of cognitive tasks.
Keywords: Drosophila; environmental variation; memory; retroactive interference

1. INTRODUCTION
Animals need to obtain and store new information and
also forget older information. Forgetting results when
information decays with time or by interference [1– 5].
Interference happens when information learned at one
point in time conflicts with information learned at
another point in time. Retroactive interference (RI)
occurs when the retrieval of previously learned information is hindered by more recently acquired
information. Proactive interference (PI) occurs when
older information inhibits the potential acquisition of
new memory [6]. RI has been measured experimentally
in mammals and social insects [7]; however, the functional significance of RI in animal behaviour is under
debate [8,9]. While some authors suggest that RI is a constraint on cognition [10 –12] others propose that RI is
an adaptive process facilitating memory updating under
appropriate conditions [13,14]. An existing memory
is updated when new information is substituted for
less current information. Updating memory can be
more efficient than forming entirely new memories.
Such cognitive flexibility is thought to be critical for
organisms living in changing environments [15,16].
Therefore, linking cognitive flexibility and environmental
change should provide a glimpse into the evolution of
cognition.

The Drosophila melanogaster foraging gene ( for) encodes a
cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG). Natural variation
in for gives rise to the rover and sitter behavioural variants
[17] known to differ in a suite of behavioural and metabolic
traits including food-related movement patterns as well as
learning and memory in larval and adult stages [18].
Adult flies with a rover allele ( for R) have higher PKG activities in their heads than those homozygous for sitter alleles
( for s). Rover and sitter allelic frequencies are affected by
environmental heterogeneity [19], are density dependent
[20] and are subject to frequency-dependent selection at
the larval stage [21], suggesting that rover and sitter foraging
variants are subject to selection in nature.
The number and distribution of food patches available
to D. melanogaster varies in time and space according to,
for example, the type and maturity of the fruit and the
extent of fermentation it has undergone [22]. Larvae
and adult rovers leave food patches more readily than sitters [19,23,24] and they differ in their post-feeding search
behaviour. Rovers transition from local search (high turning rate and low patch leaving) to ranging (high turning
rate and high patch leaving) more rapidly than sitters.
Rovers also visit more and farther patches than sitters
and tend not to revisit previous patches [23 –27]. These
behavioural differences strongly suggest that rovers
experience greater environmental heterogeneity over
time while foraging compared with sitters [26].
Fundamental properties of memory such as interference
probably function adaptively to reflect characteristics of an
animal’s world. More specifically, the temporal resolution
of memory should reflect the probable usefulness of the
information that is remembered. As rovers experience
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greater temporal heterogeneity in nature, we expect rovers
to place less value on older information compared with sitters. Based on this, we predicted that rovers will perform
better than sitters in response to their most recent learning
experience. Here, we compared rovers and sitters for passive memory decay and for performance in two separate
interference paradigms.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Fly strains
The rover ( for R) and sitter ( for s) natural allelic variants of the
second chromosome foraging ( for) gene were used along with
the for s2 strain, a sitter mutant generated on a rover genetic
background. As mentioned above, for encodes PKG. for R
rovers have significantly higher PKG enzyme activities in
adult heads than do for s and for s2 sitters [17]. The percentage
differences in PKG enzyme activity in adult rover and sitter
heads is approximately 10 per cent [17]; in well-fed rover
and sitter larvae it is 40 per cent [28]. The precise DNA polymorphism in for that is responsible for the natural rover and
sitter behavioural differences is not known. for s2 controls for
genetic background differences between the rover ( for R) and
sitter ( for s) strains. X and third chromosomes from the natural
rover variant were substituted into the natural sitter variant
and mutant sitter strain. Flies were cultured on a standard
cornmeal medium at 12 L : 12 D. Flies were bred, trained
and tested at 258C and never anesthetized.
(b) Learning assays
We used a Pavlovian olfactory conditioning paradigm where
flies learned to associate one or more odours with a mechanical shock in all experiments [29]. Previous work [30,31]
showed that variation in performance in this conditioning
protocol could also be generalized to other aversive reinforcements. This classical conditioning paradigm allows us to
control the amount of shock and odours received by the
flies and to dissect the memory dynamics.
Both training and testing were performed on mixed-sex
groups of about 100 adult flies aged 3–5 days post-ecolosion.
The basic training protocol consisted of a single training
cycle divided into four steps.
— Flies were exposed to a first odour CSþ (CS: conditioned
stimulus) for 1 min along with mechanical shock, 1 s
every 5 s.
— Flies received a 1 min rest period without odour or shock.
— Flies were exposed to a second odour CS2 for 1 min
without shock.
— Flies were given another 1 min rest period.
Training Aþ /B2 indicates that, in the same training cycle, A
was used as the odour associated with the shock whereas B was
the odour not associated with the shock. A, B, C and D can be
any of the odours described below except when specified. Previous experiments, where the CS2 was administrated first and
the CSþ second, showed that the three Drosophila strains did
not differ in their ‘susceptibility’ to the event sequence (see
the electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
Four moderately repulsive odours were used: 3-octanol
(SIGMA CAS number: 589-98-0; 0.6 ml l21 of paraffin),
4-methylcyclohexanol (SIGMA CAS number: 589-91-3;
0.6 ml l21 of paraffin), isoamyl acetate (SIGMA CAS
number: 123-92-2; 0.25 ml l21 of paraffin) and ethyl acetate
(SIGMA CAS number: 141-78-6; 0.25 ml l21 of paraffin).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
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Figure 1. The time course of (a) reversal and (b) interference
paradigms. Flies were exposed to one odour (Aþ ) and simultaneously subject to mechanical shocks. After a 60 s pause,
during which they received clean air, they were exposed to
another odour (B2) without shock and then again to a
60 s pause. 0, 20, 40 or 60 min after (a) or immediately
after (b) flies were exposed to a second conditioning cycle
using either the same odour pair but reversed ((a), Bþ ,
A2) or using a different odour pair ((b), Dþ , C2). Flies
were immediately tested.
We used this paradigm to measure passive memory decay
and to test the flies in two separate interference paradigms: a
reversal learning paradigm (figure 1a) and a multiple association learning paradigm (figure 1b). Each consisted of two
training sessions. In the reversal paradigm, flies were
first trained Aþ /B2 and then trained with the reciprocal
Bþ /A2. In the multiple associations learning paradigm
flies were first trained with one odour pair Aþ /B2 and
then trained with another odour pair Dþ /C2.
(c) Passive memory decay
For passive memory decay assessment, the odours 3-octanol
and 4-methylcyclohexanol were used. Flies received one
training cycle and were then tested for their memory scores
at different time points (0, 20, 40 and 80 min). For each
test, flies were transferred to the choice point of a T-maze
and exposed to two converging currents of air (one carrying
octanol and the other methylcyclohexanol). They were
allowed to choose between the two odours for 60 s. The
number of flies in each arm of the maze after 60 s was used
to calculate the proportion of flies choosing (i.e. moving
towards) octanol; flies that remained in the entry chamber
of the T-maze were excluded from this calculation.
For the analysis, a unit of replication consisted of two
samples of 50 flies. One sample was trained to avoid octanol
and the other to avoid methylcyclohexanol; a single value
memory index was calculated as the difference in the proportion
of flies choosing octanol between these two samples. Scores
range from 21 (all flies went towards the odour given with the
shock) to 1 (all flies avoided the odour given with the shock).
A score of 0 indicates no response to training. For statistical
comparison of the learning scores (but not for graphical representation of the data) all proportions were arcsine-squareroot-transformed before the analyses [32]. Memory scores
were analysed using ANOVA including a random block factor,
time between training and test as covariate and strain as factors.
(d) Reversal learning assay
For the reversal paradigm, 3-octanol and 4-methylcyclohexanol were used. The flies received a first training cycle Aþ
/B2. Then they received a second training cycle of the
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Table 1. Interference paradigm. Representation of all odour combinations performed for the two conditioning cycles. (For
graphical representation, we averaged the memory scores over all experimental or control combinations. OCT: 3-Octanol;
MCH: 4-methylcyclohexanol; EA: ethyl-acetate; IAA: isoamyl acetate.)
first training

second training

odour paired with
shock

odour not paired with
shock

odour paired with
shock

odour not paired with
shock

OCT

MCH

IAA

EA

OCT

MCH

EA

IAA

MCH

OCT

IAA

EA

MCH

OCT

EA

IAA

IAA
IAA
EA
EA
OCT

EA
EA
IAA
IAA
MCH

OCT
MCH
OCT
MCH
IAA

MCH
OCT
MCH
OCT
EA

OCT
MCH
MCH
IAA

MCH
OCT
OCT
EA

EA
IAA
EA
OCT

IAA
EA
IAA
MCH

IAA

EA

MCH

OCT

EA

IAA

OCT

MCH

EA

IAA

MCH

OCT

IAA
EA
OCT

EA
IAA
MCH

MCH

OCT

reverse, Bþ /A2. The second training was carried out at
different time points: 0, 20, 40 or 80 min after the first training cycle. Flies were tested immediately following the second
training cycle. In half of the replicates ‘A’ was 3-octanol, in
the other half ‘A’ was 4-methylcyclohexanol. This was to
control for any potential odour bias. Reversal memory
scores were calculated as the difference in the proportion of
flies choosing octanol when trained to avoid methylcyclohexanol minus the proportion of flies choosing octanol when
trained to avoid octanol in the second reverse training.
Memory scores were analysed using ANOVA including a
random block factor with time between two consecutive
training trials as a covariate and strain as fixed factor.
(e) Multiple associations learning assay
All four odours were used in the multiple associations learning assay. Flies received a first training cycle Aþ /B2 with
either the odour pair octanol –methylcyclohexanol or the
odour pair isoamyl acetate–ethyl acetate. Results from the
reversal learning assay (see below) indicated that the highest
level of interference was observed when reversal was performed immediately after the first training. For this reason,
following the first training, flies were immediately given a
second training cycle Cþ /D2 with a different odour pairing.
All reciprocal combinations were performed (see table 1).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

test
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH
IAA versus EA
IAA versus EA
OCT versus
MCH
OCT versus
MCH

test of first
training

test of second
training

control

Testing immediately followed the second training trial. Controls were simultaneously performed where only a single
training using one odour pair was used.
Flies were tested by presenting either the first A versus B or
the second C versus D odour pair. The proportion of flies choosing octanol or ethyl-acetate (depending on the test performed
and the odour pair associated) was measured. Memory scores
for the first or second association were then calculated as the
difference in the proportion of individuals choosing octanol or
ethyl-acetate when not trained to avoid this odour and when
they were trained to avoid it. Memory scores were analysed
using ANOVA including a random block factor, treatment (control, first training, and second training) and strain as fixed factor.
We controlled for the potential effect of a second learning
experience versus the presentation of another odour pair or
the presentation of mechanical shock alone. Flies were first
trained with an odour pair (octanol –methylcyclohexanol or
the odour pair isoamyl acetate– ethyl acetate) and then subjected to a second ‘pseudoconditioning’ cycle either
without any mechanical shock but the presentation of
another odour pair, or without any odour presentation but
with a mechanical shock. The timing of odour presentation
or mechanical shock was always maintained.
Further controls were used to disentangle the effect of the
CSþ position (first or second) and the CS2 position. We
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3. RESULTS
(a) Passive memory decay
Following a single training event, rovers and sitters did
not show any significant reductions in memory over
80 min (figure 2; ANOVA time effect, for R: F1,51 ¼ 1.9,
p ¼ 0.17; for s: F1,51 ¼ 0.3, p ¼ 0.56; for s2: F1,51 ¼ 1.9,
p ¼ 0.17) and, despite the overall strong difference
between rover and sitter memory scores, no difference
in the slope of the memory scores were observed
(ANOVA line: F2,177 ¼ 10.6, p , 1023; time: F1,177 ¼
3.6, p ¼ 0.06; line  time: F2,177 ¼ 0.32, p ¼ 0.73).
(b) Reversal learning assay
We observed a strong effect of the first training on the
reversed second training especially when the time
between the two training events was brief. As the time
between the first and the reversal training increased,
both rovers and sitters showed improved reversal
memory scores and this improvement did not differ
among lines (figure 3; ANOVA, line: F2,177 ¼ 12.4, p ,
1023; time: F1,177 ¼ 27.6, p , 1023; line  time: F2,177 ¼
0.35, p ¼ 0.70). This suggests that PI affects both rovers
and sitters and that this effect vanished over the time
between the first and second training.
(c) Multiple associations learning assay
Since interference between training events was greatest at
short intervals, we exposed the flies to a multiple association learning assay which involved an Aþ /B2 training
cycle followed immediately by a Cþ /D2 training cycle.
We then tested memory for the first or second association.
In this assay, rovers and sitters did not show any PI; i.e.
the response to the second trained odour-pair was not
impaired by the first. Their performance on the second
trained odour-pair did not differ from controls that had
no prior training (figure 4; ANOVA treatment: F1,165 ¼
0.01, p ¼ 0.9; line: F2,165 ¼ 16.6, p , 1023; treatment 
line: F2,165 ¼ 0.18, p ¼ 0.8). However, performance tests
of the first trained odour-pair supported the hypothesis
that rovers but not sitters display RI. That is, rovers learning a new association decreased their response on the first
training (figure 4, first-second training comparison;
ANOVA, F1,49 ¼ 9.96, p , 0.001). By contrast, sitters
showed no difference in response when asked to recall
either the first or second training event ( for s: F1,49 ¼
0.28, p ¼ 0.75; for s2: F1,49 ¼ 0.11, p ¼ 0.85) indicating
that sitters do not show RI. Replacing the second training
trial by either the aversive mechanical shock stimulus only
or a second odour-pair alone did not affect the performance on the first training for the rover and sitter strains
(figure 5). This suggests that the observed rover RI effect
is specific to learning new information and is not a function
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
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Figure 2. Passive memory decay of the for strains after a
single conditioning cycle. Error bars represent standard
error of the mean memory score (+s.e.m.; n ¼ 13 for each
bar; black bars, for R; grey bars, for s; white bars, for s2).
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also trained flies Aþ /B2, then Cþ /D2 and tested A versus
D and B versus C and compared the results with the tests A
versus B and C versus D.
We also tested whether repeated training trials would affect
interference level in a multiple association assay. Flies were first
subjected to one training cycle Aþ /C2 and then to another
cycle Dþ /C2 immediately after. This procedure was repeated
three times without rest intervals. As a control, flies were
trained three consecutive times to associate a single odour
with shock by being trained either on A þ /C2 or Dþ /C2.

memory score
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memory score

94

reversal conditioning

Figure 3. Reversal learning in the for strains over time (min).
Flies were trained once and either tested immediately after
(single conditioning) or subjected to reversal conditioning at
different time points (reversal conditioning) before being
immediately tested. Top table indicates comparison of
memory scores between single conditioning and each reversal
conditioning for each strain (two-sided Dunnett test with
single conditioning as control category: ***p , 0.01,
**0.01 , p , 0.05, n.s. p . 0.05). Error bars represent
standard error of the mean memory score (+s.e.m.; n ¼ 13
for each bar; black bars, for R; grey bars, for s; white bars, for s2).

of non-learning-based stimuli (the conditioned or unconditioned stimulus alone).
Interestingly, when the flies were tested for ‘first CSþ
versus second CS2’ or ‘second CSþ versus first CS2’
we found that the position of the CS þ , but not of the
CS2, had the strongest effect on rover RI (figure 6).
Rover memory score was lower when presented ‘first
CSþ versus second CS2’ compared with ‘second CSþ
versus first CS2’ but sitter memory scores were not
affected. Thus, the effect of the CS2 in interference
seems to be relatively low.
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Figure 4. Multiple association learning assay. Memory scores
for the first or the second trained odour-pair in the retroactive interference experiment. Rovers ( for R) place
significantly more emphasis on their most recent trained
odour-pair. By contrast, sitters ( for s) and sitter mutants
( for s2), remember their first and second trained odour-pair
similarly. Control flies did not receive a second odour-pair
conditioning. The control represents flies trained only once
and tested at the same time as flies trained twice. Error
bars represent +s.e.m. (n ¼ 20 for each bar; black bars,
for R; grey bars, for s; white bars, for s2).

0
second CS+ versus
first CS–

first CS+ versus
second CS–

Figure 6. Controls for the multiple association learning assay.
Memory score when presenting to the flies either the first
CSþ versus second CS2, or the second CSþ versus first
CS2 after a two association learning assay. Error bars represent +s.e.m. (n ¼ 12 for each bar; black bars, for R; grey
bars, for s; white bars, for s2).
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Figure 5. Controls for the multiple association learning assay.
Replacing the second training trial by either the aversive
mechanical shock stimulus only (grey bars) or a second
odour-pairing alone (white bars) did not affect the performance on the first training for both rover and sitter strains
(treatment, for s2: F2,32 ¼ 0.11, p ¼ 0.89; for s: F2,32 ¼ 0.55,
p ¼ 0.58; for R: F2,32 ¼ 0.29, p ¼ 0.75). Error bars represent
+s.e.m. (n ¼ 12 for each bar; black bars, control; grey
bars, shock only; white bars, odour only).

We then asked whether, when repeatedly trained for
two different CSþ, RI induces or not a decrease of the
learning scores. Rovers showed no difference in the
responses to an odour whether learned individually (Aþ
C2) or simultaneously with another odour (Aþ C2
Dþ C2) (figure 7; ANOVA comparison control-multiple
training: for R: F1,38 ¼ 0.19, p ¼ 0.60; for s: F1,38 ¼ 0.06,
p ¼ 0.8; for s2: F1,38 ¼ 0.06, p ¼ 0.80). This suggests that
the RI effect observed in rovers resulted from learning
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

forR

fors

fors2

Figure 7. Controls for the multiple association learning assay.
The simultaneous conditioning experiment shows that rovers
( for R), sitters ( for s) and sitter mutants ( for s2) were able to
perform similarly in single and double conditioning trials.
The memory scores do not differ even when flies were
required to learn more information in the double conditioning. Error bars represent +s.e.m. (n ¼ 20 for each bar; black
bars, single training; white bars, double training).

two associations separated in time. However, the
number of repeated presentations of different CSþ affects
RI. When these two associations were repeatedly learned
the RI effect vanished, suggesting no memory constraint.

4. DISCUSSION
Behavioural-ecologists and psychologists have only
recently investigated the adaptive significance of learning
by studying the relationships between learning, memory
and the natural environment (reviewed in Shettleworth
[33]). Here, we present evidence of genetic variation in
RI associated with different foraging behaviours. Rovers
show better learning ability compared with sitters
[30,31]. However, within 80 min we could not detect
any passive memory decay in any of the strains. The
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reversal assay showed that PI affected rover and sitters
similarly and was strongest when reversal was carried
out immediately after learning. This diminished gradually
when the time between the two training sessions was
increased. In the multiple association assay rovers and sitters showed no detectable PI even if the second training
was performed immediately after the first one. This is in
accordance with previous studies [34,35] which show
that the degree of interference may depend on the
type of task and on the similarity between the tasks.
However, rovers showed strong RI compared with sitters.
Interestingly this RI effect disappeared when the two
associations were repeatedly learned, which supports
the idea that RI is not a memory loss of the first
association [36,37].
This research provides new insight into the potential
relationships between animal cognition and adaptation
to environmental conditions. Rovers showed better learning scores after a single training, and their response was
more accurately predicted by their more recent experience. By contrast, sitters accumulated experience over
time and appeared to treat these experiences similarly.
Little is known about the mechanisms underlying RI.
Vertebrate studies suggest the involvement of serotonin
[38,39]; it is unclear whether serotonin plays a role in
insect learning ([40–43]; but see [44]). Interestingly, PKG
is thought to modulate serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine;
5-HT) transporter activity [43]. Shuai et al. [45] found that
a small G protein Rac-dependent contributes both to passive
memory decay and RI level and suggested that both forms
of forgetting share a common mechanism. However, in
the present study although we did find differences in RI
between rovers and sitters, we did not observe any difference
in passive memory decay or PI, suggesting that RI may be
independently regulated. The paradigms developed here
using the Drosophila genetic model facilitate research into
the mechanisms responsible for these types of cognitive
flexibility.
From an adaptive perspective, the relationship
between learning speed and retention has been the
source of intensive debate [46 – 48]. The connectionist
theory predicts that high learning rate is associated with
high RI [49]. In the present study, we found that rovers
which have higher learning abilities [30,31] also show
increased RI, suggesting a trade-off between acquisition
and retention. In vertebrates, support for this trade-off
has been mixed [50 – 53].
Comparisons among closely related species have
shown relationships between variation in learning abilities
and, searching strategies [54] or environmental diversity
[55]. These studies suggest that memory retention is
likely to be beneficial when an organism frequently
encounters similar environmental conditions [56 – 58].
However, when the probability of re-encountering
similar conditions is low, information should be ignored
or learning transitory. Interestingly, when the probability
of encountering a similar resource is unpredictable
(high environmental heterogeneity), natural selection in
favour of active updating processes such as RI may be
more beneficial than the evolution of specific passive
memory decay.
The adaptive significance of rover and sitter learning
phenotypes may be related to their differences in foraging
behaviour. Rovers move more rapidly through the
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

foraging environment, encountering new food patches
more frequently than sitters and therefore experience
greater environmental heterogeneity. This has led to an
increased bias in rovers to respond to more recent learning events for which the reliability is the strongest. In
this case, RI may serve as a gating mechanism to prevent
accumulation of non-reliable information. However, RI
may not be beneficial when individuals frequently meet
similar non-contradictory environmental conditions. In
this case, storing all information may be the best strategy.
Interestingly, when rovers were repetitively trained to
avoid one odour and then another, they did not significantly differ in their subsequent avoidance of each
odour (figure 7). This suggests that RI does not occur
when multiple environmental associations are commonly
encountered. We suggest that the adaptive significance of
RI may be observed under strong environmental heterogeneity when learned information is only temporarily
valid.
Our results suggest that for plays a critical role in modulating learned responses to environmental heterogeneity
while foraging. Questions regarding phenomena such as
interference [6,36], adaptive forgetting and retrieval inhibition [15] can now be subjected to the powerful genetic
tools of Drosophila as well as examined from an evolutionary perspective using the for model.
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Program (FP7/2007-2013) /ERC Grant agreement no. 209
540 to F.M., and a National Sciences and Engineering
Research (NSERC) grant to M.B.S. and an NSERC
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